Introduction
In addition to structural and spectroscopic methods, electrochemistry has proved invaluable for studying natural and synthetic molecular catalysts of redox reactions that are of interest in the context of energy: activation of small molecules, solar fuels production, etc. 1,2 , 3 With the catalyst either attached to the electrode or free to diffuse in solution, the current response to changing the electrochemical driving force can inform on the properties of the catalyst. Most commonly, the response is used to measure turnover frequencies (TOF) and catalytic potentials whose values can benchmark the performance of the catalyst. Beyond this, the response can be used to learn about the sequence of events in the catalytic cycle. Understanding the voltammetric response in the context of sound kinetic models is also a requirement for improving the design and performance of each catalyst.
Since most synthetic molecular catalysts function in only one direction of the redox reaction (e.g. O 2 , H + or CO 2 reduction), it makes sense that most previous kinetic models of electrocatalysis have aimed at describing unidirectional catalysis, and therefore included unidirectional (irreversible) chemical steps. Only recently have catalysts been synthesized that can work in both directions, to oxidize or produce H 2 depending on the applied electrode potential,
In this work we emphasize the distinction between "bidirectional catalysis" and "reversible catalysis" to characterize the catalytic voltammetric signals (e.g. those obtained with the electrocatalysts of H 2 oxidation and/or production). There is no consensus in the literature regarding the use of these words; here we employ the definitions used by Armstrong and Hirst. 5 In this paper " bidirectional " implies that the catalysts can catalyse the reaction in both directions ( figure 1 B and C), as opposed to only one-way ( figure 1 A). We call "catalytic preference" 4 the ratio of the maximal currents measured at high driving force in both directions (in the enzyme electrochemistry field, and particularly regarding hydrogenases, the expression "catalytic bias" has been used [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). Since these two rates are measured under different experimental conditions, their ratio is not the equilibrium constant of the reaction; it is not set by the thermodynamics of the reaction, but depends on the catalyst's properties instead.
Fourmond et al. , 2/33 Catalytic waveshapes for unidirectional (A) and bidirectional catalysis (B and C), the latter either irreversible (B) or reversible (C). For bidirectional catalysis, we chose to plot waves that show no catalytic preference for one particular direction of the reaction (the magnitude of the oxidative and reductive currents are the same). The current is zero at the equilibrium potential (E Eq ). 16 While there are many distinct uses of the term "reversible", here we use the terms " reversible " and " irreversible " to describe the catalytic response at low overpotential, 16 near the equilibrium (Nernst) potential. The adjective "reversible" describes the situation where a significant catalytic rate (current) is observed in either direction even for a small departure from the equilibrium potential. The reversible situation is opposed to the case where a large driving force (a large overpotential) is required to trigger catalysis. Figure 1 C shows a catalytic wave that we describe as bidirectional and reversible, whereas panel B illustrates bidirectional and irreversible catalysis. Clearly, all reversible catalysts must be bidirectional, but not all irreversible catalysts are. However, the concurrent study of both irreversible and bidirectional catalysts can aid in understanding the details of the catalytic mechanism and what attributes should be designed to modify an irreversible catalyst to a reversible one.
Reversibility is a desirable property in the context of energy conversion, because it means that significant energy conversion rates can be obtained even at very low driving force, minimizing energy use. In the case of redox enzymes that function bidirectionally and reversibly and can be wired to an electrode, the measurement of the open circuit potential is a direct read-out of the Nernst potential of the corresponding couple, as indeed previously observed with enzymes that catalyze the conversions between H + and H 2 , 17 but also succinate/fumarate, 18 CO 2 /CO, 19 CO 2 /formate, 20 NADH/NAD + , 21 tetrathionate/thiosulfate, 22 etc.
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Regarding homogeneous non-electrochemical enzyme kinetics, uni-versus bidirectionality is usually discussed in the context of the Haldane equation, 23, 24 which, for a transformation between substrate and product, establishes the relation between the forward and backward maximal rates ( and respectively, extrapolated to infinite concentration of substrate or product, respectively), the substrate and product Michaelis constants ( and ) and the equilibrium constant: . The concept of reversibility (having significant rate at low thermodynamic driving force) is not discussed in homogenous kinetics. This is unlike electrochemistry experiments, because the driving force is easily tuned by changing the electrode potential, while the kinetics is simultaneously measured as a catalytic current ( figure 1 ).
Here we shall consider various mechanisms of bidirectional catalysis. We denote the models by a sequence of "E" and "C" symbols, which indicate redox and chemical steps, respectively, and their order in the catalytic cycle. All electrochemical steps are assumed to be reversible. The subscripts "i" or "r" indicate the (ir)reversibility of the chemical step. For each mechanism, we shall compare two situations: the catalyst being either immobilized on an electrode or in solution; in the latter case, catalysis occurs in a diffusion layer that extends in the solution, away from the electrode. The former case is relevant to studies of both enzymes and small catalysts attached to electrodes; [25] [26] [27] [28] the latter is probably pertinent only for small synthetic catalysts, since a large enzyme diffusing slowly to/from the electrode would give a small catalytic current (unless soluble redox mediators are used, but we do not address this situation here).
In the context of solar fuels, all reactions of interest are multi-electron redox processes (H 2 oxidation, CO 2 reduction, water oxidation, N 2 reduction, etc.), and yet, most of the available electrochemical models of catalysis consider a single one-electron step. The one-electron EC r model has been considered by Savéant for a solubilized catalyst 29 and by Armstrong for an adsorbed catalyst. 30 These two models cannot be used to discuss the difference between directionality and reversibility since all bidirectional waves calculated from one-electron models predict that the signal is a one-electron sigmoid (potentially distorted by slow interfacial electron transfer), as shown in figure 3 A. In other words, these models do not have the minimal complexity that is required to predict waves such as those in figure 1 B. Two-electron models for unidirectional catalysts in solution have only recently been described 31 and discussed. 1 , 32 On our side, we have described various two-electron models of bidirectional catalysis (EEC r , EEC r C r and EC r EC r ) for an adsorbed catalyst and we have examined the effect of internal redox relays 33 . We have applied this theory to enzymes, but data are now also available for adsorbed synthetic catalysts. [25] [26] [27] [28] Here we extend our work to the case where the bidirectional catalyst diffuses in solution.
We shall describe which catalytic signals are allowed by distinct mechanisms (EEC r , EEC r C r , EEC r C r C r and EC r EC r ), and how the shapes of the signals depend on the parameters of the model. Our goal is two-fold: to establish whether or not a particular catalytic signature is a fingerprint of a certain mechanism, and to identify the kinetic determinants of bidirectionality and reversibility. Hence we evaluate which conditions on the parameters of each kinetic model must be met for the signal to be bidirectional and/or reversible, and we show that Fourmond et al. , 4/33 there are intrinsic reasons, related to the properties of the catalytic intermediates and the rates of the elementary steps, why the catalyst may behave reversibly or irreversibly, irrespective of the rate of interfacial electron transfer. We hope that this will enable using electrochemistry to decipher the mechanisms of bidirectional electrocatalysis, and for guiding the design of reversible solar-fuel catalysts. Figure 2 shows the mechanisms that we discuss in this paper. and are the two one-electron non-catalytic potentials of the catalyst. The catalytic cycles are closed by a series of reversible chemical steps. The rate constants with positive subscripts ( and ) are in the direction of reductive catalysis (H 2 production). The catalytic cycle must include protonation steps, which may either be fast and coupled to reduction (in which case the corresponding depends on pH) or slow and treated as one of the chemical steps. The same is true for substrate binding/release. 
Results

Mechanisms
Assumptions
The calculations of these steady-state catalytic signals are much easier for the situation where the catalyst is adsorbed than when it diffuses. In the former situation, the calculation involves the resolution of a system of linear equations with potential-dependent coefficients (these equations describe the evolution of each of the catalytic intermediates). 33 In contrast, if catalysis occurs in solution, one must consider the concentration profiles of all catalytic intermediates and the boundary conditions on the electrode (we show these derivations in the SI).
While we try to limit our assumptions, some are necessary to make the derivation tractable. We shall consider only direct electron transfer between the electrode and the catalyst, and the situation where this electron transfer is fast and reversible (i.e. Nernstian); the validity of the latter assumption is discussed below. When the catalyst is in solution, we assume that all catalytic intermediates diffuse with the same diffusion coefficient ; we also focus on so-called "canonical conditions", 29 a particular limiting situation where the different forms of the catalyst reach a steady-state concentration profile by mutual compensation of catalysis and catalyst diffusion, and the substrate concentration is large enough that depletion near the electrode surface is negligible. The equivalent limiting situation is achieved with adsorbed catalysts when the scan rate is small and the electrode rotation rate and bulk substrate concentrations are high. In this limit, in both cases, the catalytic response is S-shaped (like all voltammograms in figure 1 ) and independent of scan rate and scan direction; it reveals the intrinsic properties of the catalyst.
Regarding the theory developed in this paper, we shall consider situations where the catalytic cycle is the same irrespective of the driving force (in particular, the mechanism is the same in the two directions of the reaction, only the order of the steps is reversed). Enzymologists would describe these mechanisms as "sequential" (since all the substrates, protons and electrons, bind the enzyme before the product of the reaction is formed) and "ordered" (the substrates combine with the enzyme and the product dissociates in an obligatory order). 23 However, regarding both redox enzymes 37, 38 and synthetic catalysts, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] there have been suggestions that changing the electrode potential or the concentration of substrate may force the catalytic cycle to take distinct routes, and therefore the assumption that the mechanism is ordered requires assessment on a case-by-case basis. Enzymologists call "sequential and random" 23 the mechanisms that imply no obligatory order of combination of the substrate; we suggest using the term "branched" instead of "random", because such a mechanism may occur if there is a branch point along the catalytic reaction pathway, where alternative transformations compete and determine the TOF. The bottom scheme in figure 2 illustrates a case where one of the two competing reactions is a redox step, in which case changing the rate of the electron transfer step by changing the potential should force the system to either take or avoid the route along the redox step. Similarly, changing the rate of the chemical steps (e.g. by changing the strength of the acid) can also determine which pathway is operational. For example, nickel catalysts for proton reduction and hydrogen oxidation have been noted to switch mechanisms if a strong acid vs. a weak acid is used, or conversely if a strong base vs. a weak base is used. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] This behaviour has
Fourmond et al. , 6/33 also been observed for a NiRu dinuclear catalyst. 46 Additionally, depending on the strength of acid used, cobaloxime catalysts can display three distinct catalytic waves spanning a 1 V difference in catalytic potential. 47 That the mechanism is ordered implies that the oxidation and reduction follow the same catalytic pathway, only the steps are reversed. A branched mechanism can switch between paths as the experimental conditions changes: distinct pathways may coexist at a given potential, and distinct mechanisms may dominate under distinct experimental conditions. It may be, for example, that proton reduction at very low potential follows an EECC mechanism, while H 2 oxidation at high potential follows the ECEC route. But "branched" does not necessarily mean that oxidative and reductive catalysis follow distinct routes, and in particular, it cannot happen that the mechanism switches from one path to another just upon crossing the equilibrium potential: the mechanism operating near the equilibrium potential for a reversible catalyst must be operational in both directions, and any change in mechanism must happen continuously as the experimental conditions are varied, going through conditions where the two mechanisms coexist.
Regarding the assumption that interfacial electron transfer is fast
Considering molecular electrocatalysis, the Nernstian limit describes the situation where the rate of interfacial electron transfer between the electrode and the catalyst is so fast that the redox transformations remain at equilibrium; the resulting rate equation combines terms that are either independent of potential or proportional to ( or , is the electrode potential).
For adsorbed catalysts, the validity of the Nernstian approximation requires that the rate of interfacial electron transfer (the prefactor in the Butler Volmer equation, in units of s -1 for adsorbed species) be much larger than the turnover frequency . Regarding adsorbed enzymes, this approximation fails in most cases, and the slow rate of interfacial ET (and sometimes a distribution thereof) is explicitly taken into account to describe the catalytic wave shape. 48 In contrast, regarding analytical models of the electrochemical response of catalysts in solution, only the Nernstian limit is ever considered. 3 But note that this assumption is valid only on the condition that where is the diffusion coefficient of the catalyst in solution. Very few values of for inorganic catalysts have been reported in the literature; those reported are lower than 1 cm/s and often in the range 10 -4 -10 -3 cm/s. 49 , 50,51 Additionally, the microstructure and polishing history of glassy carbon electrodes has been noted to change the value of a molecular complex by orders of magnitude. 52, 53 Assuming and , the validity of the Nernstian approximation requires . Therefore, we expect that this approximation should fail as more and more active catalysts are designed in the future. Whether or not this condition is met can be assessed on a case-by-case basis by examining the shapes of the voltammograms, since interfacial ET limitations broaden the signal.
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With a one-electron model, the only way to obtain irreversible bidirectional catalysis ( figure 1 B) is when very slow interfacial electron transfer flattens the signal. Indeed in ref 5 for example, irreversibility is said to result from slow interfacial electron transfer. But by including a second redox step in our models of catalysis, we show here and in ref 33 that bidirectional, irreversible catalysis can also be observed in the Nernstian limit ( figure 3 B), which is our focus in this paper.
Features that are common to all two-electron mechanisms considered here
Under the assumptions described above, whether the catalyst is adsorbed or in solution makes no difference to the kind of catalytic signals that are predicted: they are all S-shaped, consisting of either a sharp (two-electron) wave ( figure 3 C) or two broader (one-electron) waves ( figure 3 B). Equation 1 below is the generic equation that gives the catalytic current response for any two-electron ordered mechanisms:
were we note and .
We demonstrate in the SI section S2 that eq. 1 is valid irrespective of the number of chemical steps in the cycle and irrespective of whether the catalyst is adsorbed or diffuses, provided the mechanism is ordered. This implies that the experimental confirmation of equations 1 (or eq. 2 below) can be considered a confirmation that the mechanism is ordered at least over the entire potential range used to check eqs 1 or 2.
If the mechanism is branched but the alternate pathways are fast on the time scale of turnover, the mechanism should still be considered ordered from the point of view of the rate equation, and eq. 1 is still valid. 6, 18, 37, 54 Figure 3 defines the meaning of the parameters that characterize the shape and magnitude of the wave. The plateau currents in either direction are and , and their ratio defines the so-called "catalytic preference"; we also define, as in ref 33 , two catalytic potentials, , , which are the mid-point potentials of the two one-electron waves seen in figure 3 B. These catalytic potentials may differ from the two redox potentials of the catalysts, and , determined in the absence of catalysis: such "kinetic shifts" are expected in most cases, as discussed in detail herein. These parameters can be measured by fitting the experimental signal, 48 and their expressions can also be related to the parameters in the models in figure 2 , as indicated in Table 1 , which we discuss below.
We compile in Table 1 the relations between the parameters that define the waveshapes ( 's and 's) and the parameters (rate constants and redox potentials) in each of the schemes in figure 2 .
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We also tabulate the equations of the TOF max in each direction, which we define as the turnover frequency in the limit of very high overpotential, where the redox steps become very fast and irreversible. The TOF max values are the same irrespective of whether the system is adsorbed or free to diffuse.
The magnitude of the current in either direction ( , ) is proportional to either the electroactive coverage (for an adsorbed catalyst) or the product (where is the catalyst concentration and its diffusion coefficient). In contrast, the shape of the signal (determined by , , ) depends only on the two redox potentials of the catalyst and the rate constants of the chemical steps in the model, not on the coverage or concentration of catalyst.
The expressions of the limiting currents and catalytic potentials in Table 1 are different and much simpler in the adsorbed case than when the catalyst diffuses. The limiting currents for the adsorbed case are proportional to TOF max irrespective of whether the mechanism is unior bidirectional. But when the catalyst diffuses, the limiting current in a given (forward) direction depends on all rate constants and on the size of the catalyst's diffusion layer, which is affected by the rate constants of the forward and backward chemical steps. Thus increasing the rates of the backward chemical steps may decrease the forward limiting current. The well-known relation between the limiting current for the diffusive case and the square root of TOF max , , which is true for unidirectional mechanisms, does not hold for any bidirectional mechanism (not even EC r 29 ); using this incorrect equation leads to underestimations in TOF max .
In all cases, the fact that the current is zero when the electrode potential equates the Nernst potential of the substrate/product couple ( ) imposes a relation between the parameters in eq 1: the catalytic preference is related to the difference between and the two-electron catalytic potential by the relation :
Importantly, and both are "two-electron" potentials. Regarding complex enzymes, where one or several redox sites mediate long range electron transfer between the active site and the surface of the enzyme, there are no grounds for replacing in eq 2 with the one-electron redox potential of a one-electron "control site" where electrons enter or leave the enzyme, as suggested by others. 30 Fourmond et al. , 9/33
Author's final version of https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.9b04854 Figure 3 The typical, "Nernstian", bidirectional electrochemical responses, calculated from the ordered models in figure 2 , and definition of the phenomenological parameters (catalytic potentials and limiting currents) that characterize the shape and position of each signal.
A: A bidirectional and reversible catalytic wave, as predicted by Savéant 29 using a one-electron models of catalysis (EC r ). B: A bidirectional and irreversible, two-electron catalytic signal C: A bidirectional and reversible, two-electron catalytic signal (sharper than the one-electron sigmoids in panels A and B). The catalytic potentials are the positions of the inflection points of the catalytic waves. For any signal calculated from two-electron models (B and C), we define as in ref 33 .
Equation 2, which is the equivalent for electrocatalysis to the Haldane equation in homogeneous enzyme kinetics, 23, 24 defines the catalytic preference of the bidirectional catalyst. A positive difference between and implies that the oxidative limiting current is larger than the reductive limiting current. The catalytic preference increases ten-fold for each 30 mV additional separation between and .
In contrast, the reversibility of the wave depends on the difference between and , as shown in figure 3 B and C. A positive value of corresponds to irreversible catalysis ( figure 3 B), whereas the potentials being crossed over ( ) gives a reversible , two-electron wave centered on ( figure 3 C).
The bottom part of Table 1 shows that the catalytic potentials depend on the non-catalytic redox potentials and , but depart from these values in all cases except the simple EEC r mechanism. This means the reversibility of the catalyst depends on the two one-electron potentials of the catalyst in all cases, and also on the values of the rate constants of the chemical steps if the model is more complex than EEC r .
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The EEC r mechanism
This simplest mechanism in figure 2 includes two electron transfers ("EE") and takes into account the combination of all other elementary steps within the cycle as a single, composite chemical step, "C r ", with pseudo-1st order rate constants k 2 in the direction of H 2 evolution,
Regarding the magnitude of the corresponding catalytic signal, the limiting reductive current simply depends on in the case of an adsorbed catalyst (eq 1 in table 1), whereas it is proportional to if the catalyst diffuses (eq 3 in table 1 ). In the latter case, the reason depends not only on but also on is that, if all other parameters remain the same, increasing decreases the size of the reaction-diffusion layer near the electrode where catalysis occurs, and therefore decreases the reductive current.
However, the equation of the catalytic preference is very simple, , irrespective of whether the catalyst is adsorbed or solubilized. This bias merely equates the equilibrium constant of the composite chemical step.
Also irrespective of whether the catalyst is adsorbed or diffuses, the two values of equate the two one-electron potentials of the catalyst and (eqs 12, 13, 14, 15 in Table 1 ), as shown in figure 4 A. The EEC r mechanism is the only reversible mechanism where we predict no kinetic shift between and .
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Table1: The TOF max and electrochemical response (the limiting reductive currents, the catalytic preference, and the two catalytic potentials defined in eq 1 and figure 3 ) for three of the mechanisms in figure 2 and the two configurations (adsorbed or diffusing catalyst). The rate constants and redox potentials are defined in figure 2 . All equations are derived in ref 33 for the "adsorbed case" and in SI for the "diffusive case".
Figure 4
Current/potential responses illustrating which relations can be observed between non catalytic (red) and catalytic (green) electrochemical signals.
In the EEC r mechanism (A and B), the positions of the two catalytic waves match the non-catalytic potentials and reversibility results from the two potentials being crossed over (B). In the EEC r C r mechanism (C), the two catalytic waves can only be closer to one another than the non catalytic potentials. In the EC r EC r mechanism (D), a single non catalytic reaction may be seen, and the value of the catalytic potentials is not simply related to the corresponding non-catalytic potential(s). Table S1 shows the values of the parameters used to calculate these signals, chosen so that the catalytic preference equals one. in figure 3 B. If the reduction of the catalyst is a two-electron cooperative process ( ) then the catalytic signal is sharp and reversible ( figure 3 C).
EEC r C r
Regarding the case where the catalyst is adsorbed and the EEC r C r mechanism applies, the equations that give the magnitude of the limiting current in either direction (eqs 5 in table 1 and S31 in SI) are more complex than for the EEC mechanism. For the adsorbed case, the expression of the current includes a penalty by one of the backward rate constants ( at the denominator of eq 5 in Table 1 ). In the diffusive case, the equations of the limiting currents are very complex and are shown only in the SI (section S5).
The expressions of the catalytic preferences (eqs. 6 and 7 in Table 1 ) are also non-trivial. In both cases (diffusive and adsorbed catalysts), the ratio of limiting currents does not equate the product of the equilibrium constants of the two chemical steps ( Table 1 clearly show that in both cases (diffusive and adsorbed catalysts), is lower than , and is greater than : each wave is kinetically shifted from the corresponding values of in the direction of lesser driving force. This has a direct and simple consequence: the two chemical steps draw the two catalytic potentials nearer, and make the catalytic wave more reversible than is expected based on the thermodynamic stability of the singly reduced active site measured in the absence of catalysis. The conclusion that the two catalytic potentials are necessarily more crossed over than the non-catalytic potentials if the EEC r C r mechanism applies is illustrated in figure 3 C.
EEC r C r C r
We examined the robustness of the above conclusion by examining the voltammetry of an even more complex EEC r C r C r mechanism, and we found that considering a third chemical step does not change the conclusion we reached about the EEC r C r model, according to which the two catalytic potentials are more crossed over than the non-catalytic potentials.
To demonstrate this finding, instead of solving the equations for the values of and the limiting currents, we ran a series of thousands of simulations, choosing random values of the rate constants of the chemical steps and calculating the corresponding waves, to observe Fourmond et al. , 14/33 whether some parameters resulted in the waves being pushed apart from the non-catalytic potentials; we did not find any (see SI section S6).
EC r EC r
Regarding the limiting currents, the catalytic preference and the catalytic potentials, the equations for the solubilized case are more complex than the equations for the adsorbed case (see the SI), but can be simplified by replacing the true rate constants , , , with effective rate constants , defined in Table 1 . This simplification being taken into account, the discussion of the solubilized and adsorbed cases is the same.
The expressions of the limiting currents for the EC r EC r mechanism are rather simple (eqs 8 and 10 in Table 1 ), because the intermediate E step "uncouples" the two chemical steps: at very high or very low potential, the very fast electron transfers prevent backward reactions, making the preceding chemical step effectively irreversible. Each limiting current is therefore proportional to the sum of the reciprocal of the rates of the two steps in the corresponding direction (e.g.
for the adsorbed case).
This implies that the catalytic preference is also given by the ratio of the slowest rate constants in each direction. It may be that the same chemical reaction is the slowest step in each direction, in which case the catalytic preference is the equilibrium constant of this reaction (e.g. ). Or it may be that the two chemical reactions each are the slowest step in one of the two directions, in which case the preference is a ratio of two rate constants that do not correspond to the same "C" reaction (e.g.
) and it does not equate to an equilibrium constant. Each of these two extreme cases has actually been observed in our previous work on hydrogenase. 7, 8 A major difference with respect to the previous mechanisms is that the second redox process in the sequence "EC r EC r " can be detected in the absence of catalysis only on the condition that the second C r reaction, which closes the catalytic cycle, can be prevented. If we consider a H 2 production catalyst, both C's are probably protonation steps, and it may be difficult to find conditions where the two E's show up in the non-catalytic voltammetry. If both C r steps are prevented, e.g. by having no protons in the solvent, the 1 st "E" can be detected, but no other detectable redox process can correspond to the second E in "EC r EC r ". For this reason, there can be no simple relation between the values of the two catalytic potentials and the value of the only relevant catalyst's potential that is seen in the absence of any "C r " reaction. Each of the two catalytic potentials depends on the four rate constants and on the two non-catalytic potentials (eqs 20, 21,, 22 & 23 in Table 1 ), only one of which can be measured under non catalytic conditions. This is illustrated in figure 3 D.
Discussion
A significant difference between our approach and that from other groups is that we consider mechanisms that are as general as possible: for example, we have predicted the magnitude Fourmond et al. , 15/33 and shape of the voltammograms without making any a priori assumptions about the difference between the values of and (allowing the two potentials to be crossed over or uncrossed) or the values of rate constants of the chemical steps in each model. A more common approach is to begin with stronger assumptions (meaning, simpler mechanisms, which depend on a minimal number of parameters) and to assume that they allow a meaningful interpretation of the data. Care should be taken that simple mechanistic scenarios may result in predictions that are not general. For example, catalytic mechanisms that include a single chemical step (e.g. EC i , EEC r etc.) predict that the catalytic potentials (the potentials where catalysis occurs) equate the non-catalytic redox potentials of the catalyst, whereas with more complex mechanisms (e.g. EC i C i , 31 EEC r C r etc.), the catalytic waves may deviate from the non-catalytic potentials. Hence the assumption that the catalytic wave is centered on the non-catalytic potential of the catalyst should not be made unless its validity is first ascertained. This caveat applies to the popular "foot of the wave analysis", 1, 34, 35 which consists of extrapolating the plateau current from the onset of the sigmoidal catalytic unidirectional wave, assuming a certain value of the catalytic potential: mistaking the value of the catalytic potential yields an incorrect value of the plateau current. 36 It is therefore useful in this paper to describe complex, diverse and realistic mechanistic scenarios such as those in figure 2 , to understand the range of possible behaviors, and to clarify which conclusions are robust and which are model-dependent.
In addition to the equilibrium potential, two potentials matter, not one
A major conclusion here is that to discuss the shape of the catalytic signals for ordered mechanisms, we needed to define and consider the values of two one-electron catalytic potentials (and/or their average value, a two-electron potential) ( figure 3 ). Eq 2 shows that the catalytic preference ( directionality ) depends on the difference between the average two-electron catalytic potential and the equilibrium potential (the two-electron H + /H 2 Nernst potential), as discussed previously, see ref 33 and Box 1 in ref 55 , whereas reversibility is determined by the difference between the two one-electron catalytic potentials ( figure 3 ).
The reason this idea is largely absent from the literature 33 , 55 is probably that unidirectional two-electron catalysis with diffusing catalysts was most often described in terms of one-electron models, where the second redox step is considered fast (hence not rate determining) in the potential window where catalysis is observed. This one-electron paradigm was naturally developed further in one-electron models of bidirectional catalysis; all these one-electron models predict that the catalytic wave should be a single, one-electron sigmoid ( figure 1 A) unless slow electron transfer broadens the signal. 29, 30 In his recent paper about bidirectional catalysis in solution, Savéant identifies the standard potential of the one-electron catalyst as the main determinant of directionality and reversibility (in this approach, the two cannot be distinguished). 29 In summary, in the one-electron models of catalysis, 29, 30 bidirectionality and reversibility are one and the same, the whole shape of the wave is defined by a one-electron potential (either the catalyst or the redox center) and the catalytic preference is simply related to the difference between this potential and the equilibrium potential. The conclusions reached in Fourmond et al. , 16/33 this paper, based on the discussion of two-electron models of two-electron catalysis, are significantly different: bidirectionality and reversibility are distinct features of the signal, which are defined by two catalytic potentials plus the value of the equilibrium potential.
Identifying the sequence of events in the catalytic cycle by examining how the position of the waves compares to the non-catalytic potentials
Attempts to understand the catalytic mechanism of H 2 oxidation and production catalysts have relied on the interpretation of electrochemical data. T wo sequences of events are usually distinguished for proton and electron uptake in the catalytic cycle (EC r EC r and EEC r C r ).
We have shown that irrespective of the ordered catalytic mechanism in figure 2 , the catalytic signal consists of either two one-electron sigmoids or one two-electron sigmoid (eq 1 and figure 3 ), the positions of which are defined by two catalytic potentials, and . The shape of a voltammogram alone cannot be used to determine which of the ordered mechanisms considered here is operational, but the comparison between the catalytic potentials (the mid points potentials of the catalytic waves) and non-catalytic potentials (the redox potentials determined in the absence of catalysis) helps in identifying the mechanism that applies.
Indeed, we concluded that if the mechanism involves two sequential ET steps followed by just one chemical step to close the cycle (EEC r ), the two catalytic potentials are equal to the values of the redox potentials determined in the absence of catalysis: and (there is no kinetic shift between the catalytic potentials and the non-catalytic potentials). If the mechanism involves two sequential ET steps followed by two or more chemical steps to close the cycle (EEC r C r , EEC r C r C r ), each of the two catalytic potentials is kinetically shifted inward, in the direction of the other from its value in the absence of catalysis, and , as shown in figure 3 C. The reason for each catalytic potential to be shifted in the direction of lower driving force is the same as in the EC i C i mechanism when the 1st C i step is faster than the second and pulls the E step 31, 36 . By contrast, the EC r EC r mechanism may be easily identified from the observation that either only one redox process is seen in the absence of catalysis, or, if two redox processes are observed, the two catalytic waves are not in between the two non-catalytic potentials.
The kinetic determinants of reversibility
Another way of using the results in Table 1 is to deduce which properties of the catalysts and of the catalytic cycle (redox potentials and rate constants) define these two catalytic potentials, and how they should be tuned to achieve reversible bidirectional catalysis.
Abundant catalysis literature suggests that "efficient catalysis" requires that all catalytic intermediates have a similar free energy and low barriers, so that the energy landscape is flat rather than characterized by deep sinks and high energy intermediates; indeed, large
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Author's final version of https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.9b04854 free energy differences along the reaction coordinates should imply high energy barriers 56 and thus kinetic penalties. This idea is largely supported by the examination of volcano plots in heterogeneous catalysis, which demonstrate that the binding of the primary catalytic intermediate on the surface should be neither too strong nor too weak. According to this design principle, each chemical step in the catalytic cycle should have an equilibrium constant ( ) close to one; this design principle is explicit in discussions of heterogeneous (materials) catalysis, according to which each reaction step must be thermoneutral to maximize the exchange current density. 57, 58 In molecular electrocatalysis, it is generally accepted that smoothing the free energy landscape should improve the catalyst efficiency. However, designing a molecular catalyst that perfectly adheres to the Sabatier principle is a daunting task, and real catalysts will inevitably possess some high and low energy intermediates along the reaction coordinate. If smoothness is required for unidirectional catalysts, the assumption is that it is even more important for attaining bidirectionality and reversibility. To evaluate if the energy landscape needs to be flat, and which properties contribute to controlling that, we successively discuss bidirectionality, rate and reversibility, and we show in particular that under certain conditions, making the landscape less flat does favor reversibility.
Examination of Table 1 shows that there is no rule according to which every must be close to 1 to achieve bidirectionality . According to eq. 6 in Table 1 , in the EEC r C r mechanism, a ratio of limiting currents close to unity implies that the combined chemical steps be thermoneutral ( ) only if k -2 and k 1 are small, that is, only if the intermediate X 2 is very unstable. Even in this case, however, obtaining a ratio of limiting currents equal to one does not require that both and be equal to 1. In the EC r EC r mechanism, the catalytic preference is simply the ratio of the slowest rate constants in either direction (it equates the lowest value of and , divided by the lowest value of and ), and it may or may not be equal to or . If the catalytic preference does equal either or , a preference close to one implies that only one chemical step is thermoneutral; if it does not (e.g. if it equals ), then a value of the preference close to one is not related to any step being thermoneutral. 7, 8 However, equilibrium constants very different from 1 result in a kinetic penalty in one of the directions of the reaction, and considering that rate constants for chemical steps are slower than 10 12 s -1 (typical vibrational frequency), observing significant rates (e.g. greater than 1s -1 ) in both directions implies that every equilibrium constant must be lower than 10 12 , that is 16 kcal/mol. Reasoning on rates (and using the Eyring equation) rather than on equilibrium constants, we also conclude that every energy barrier must also be lower than 16 kcal/mol. Considering intermolecular chemical steps only, diffusion controlled rate constants are slower than 10 9 s -1 and the limit becomes 12 kcal/mol.
One may reason instead that a flat energy landscape calculated at zero driving force is a requirement for reversibility (as defined here, fast rate in either direction as a result of a minimal overpotential), however, we can demonstrate that this is not the case. Indeed, regarding the EEC r C r mechanism for example, the two catalytic potentials can be brought
closer together (making the signal more reversible) in two ways, neither of which flattens the energy landscape. First, destabilizing the product of the first electron transfer (A I ) leads to an inversion of the two one electron catalytic potentials. Second, the first chemical product (X 2 ) can be stabilized ( , ), leading to a thermodynamic well. These simple conclusions are not true for the EC r EC r mechanism, but other strategies are discussed below.
The usefulness of using volcano plots to optimize molecular catalysis has been questioned, in particular because they rely on an oversimplified definition of the properties of the system by a single descriptor, such as a binding constant or the equilibrium constant for a particular step in the catalytic cycle. 59 The activity of a unidirectional molecular electrocatalyst is usually described using two parameters: the mid-wave potential of the catalytic wave (relative to the equilibrium potential) and the limiting turnover frequency on the plateau at high overpotential 32, [60] [61] [62] Here, we have emphasized that the definition of three parameters, rather than two, is required to fully characterize a bidirectional catalyst --the limiting turnover frequency in one direction, the catalytic preference (the ratio of the limiting currents or TOFs in the two directions), and the reversibility --there is no reason why they should all correlate with the value of a single descriptor, except maybe in a series of very similar catalysts. If a flat landscape is not a requirement for observing bidirectionality and reversibility, reasonably small equilibrium constants and energy barriers are required for the turnover frequencies in both directions to be significant. This points to a major difficulty: it will be hard to optimize all the properties of a catalyst at the same time (reversibility, bidirectionality and turnover frequency). Figure 5 illustrates the above discussion for the EEC r C r mechanism in the case of a diffusive catalyst, and shows that there is no obvious relation between reversibility and the flatness of the energy profile. We chose three sets of rate constants (SI Table S1 ) and in each case we calculated the the voltammograms (in the adsorbed and diffusive cases), and the energy landscapes. The reaction pathways go from catalyst+2H + +2e-(left) to catalyst+H 2 (right), starting with two electron transfer steps, ending with two chemical steps. There is no overall energy difference between substrate and product at the equilibrium potential, where the rate of the reaction is zero (panels A3, B3 and C3); the energy landscapes plotted at the bottom are calculated at E -E eq =−300 and +300 mV, to illustrate the effect of forcing the reaction in one particular direction. The energy difference of each step and the height of each barrier were calculated from the values of the rate constants used in the calculation of the voltammograms (see SI Table S1 ).
The case in blue (middle column) is the situation chosen here as a reference, where catalysis is irreversible. In the EEC r C r mechanism, reversibility can be achieved either by destabilizing the singly reduced active site, "A I " in figure 2 , as illustrated by case C (red) in kinetic potential shift, and thus also makes the wave more reversible (compare figure 5 panels B3 and A3, noting that here, the difference in limiting current on row 2 results from the shrinking of the diffusion layer, not from a decrease in turnover frequency). Decreasing (rather than increasing) both and also makes the wave more reversible, and decreases the currents (not shown).
Figure 5
Relation between voltammetry and energy landscape, in the case of catalysts immobilized (top row, Γ = 1 pmol·cm -2 ), and in solution (second row, D =10 -6 cm 2 s -1 , concentration 1 mM) operating by the EEC r C r mechanism defined in figure 2 . The 3rd row shows the energy landscape at the equilibrium potential (note the ruler on the left). The landscapes shown at the bottom are calculated on the reductive (numbered 4) and oxidative (numbered 5) plateau in each of the three situations considered here. Each color corresponds to a set of rate constants, as listed in SI Table S1 (then the energies barriers were simply deduced from the rate constants, using an Eyring equation with transmission coefficient equal to one). Case A (green) was obtained from case B (blue) by increasing the value of the rate constants k 1 and k -2 (keeping all other parameters the same). The change from B (blue) to C (red) illustrates the effect of destabilizing the singly reduced form of the active site (by crossing and ).
A distinct strategy can be employed to improve the performances of catalysts following an EC r EC r mechanism ( figure 6 ). For example, starting from a particular situation in which
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and the chemical steps all have the same rates ( ), it is possible to draw the catalytic potentials closer to one another, or even to cross them, by accelerating the second chemical step (increasing both and , case B to case C in figure 6 ) or slowing down the first chemical step (decreasing and , case B to case A in figure 6 ). This arises from a "stronger coupling" between the two redox reaction, each pulling the other. Note that slowing the first chemical step (B to A in figure 6 ) increases the reversibility at the expense of the limiting currents.
Regarding the effect of the equilibrium constants on the reversibility of the wave in the EC r EC r case, the analysis in SI section S7 shows that if , the value of is irrelevant, whereas a value of close to one is only required to obtain fully cooperative two-electron wave ( ). Therefore, making the values of the equilibrium constants closer to 1 has no or little impact on the reversibility of the wave. corresponds to a set of rate constants, as listed in SI Table S1 (then the energies barriers were simply deduced from the rate constants, using an Eyring equation with transmission coefficient equal to one). Case A (green) was obtained from case B (blue) by decreasing the values of the rate constants k 1 and k -1 (keeping all other parameters the same). The change from B (blue) to C (red) illustrates the effect of increasing the rate constants and .
Illustrations: the bidirectional DuBois catalysts
DuBois and coworkers have made far-reaching changes in the field of molecular electrocatalysis of H 2 by studying a series of soluble mononuclear [Ni(P 2 N 2 ) 2 ] 2+ catalysts. [63] [64] [65] These catalysts contain cyclic diphosphine ligands with pendant bases in the second coordination sphere, similar to the structure of the active site of [FeFe]-hydrogenases. 4, 66 Most of the reported [Ni(P 2 N 2 ) 2 ] 2+ complexes are unidirectional electrocatalysts for either production or oxidation of H 2 . Bidirectional and reversible oxidation/production of H 2 can be achieved for some catalysts by tuning functional groups on the phosphorus atom in combination with appropriate side chains on the pendant amine. 4, 67, 68 These are the only bidirectional molecular electrocatalysts reported to date. Here, we will use the electrocatalytic models developed in this article to evaluate three former examples: 1) a reversible/bidirectional catalyst, 2) the same catalyst as in 1, but under conditions that result in slightly irreversible/bidirectional catalysis, and 3) a very irreversible, bidirectional catalyst.
The first example is the behavior of the CyPhe catalyst in methanol plus H 2 O, which shows a reversible/bidirectional catalytic signal ( figure 7 A) . 67 CyPhe is a shorthand notation indicating cyclohexyl groups on the phosphorous atoms and phenylalanine groups contributing the nitrogen to the P 2 N 2 ligand of a [Ni(P 2+ catalyst. The derivative of the signal in figure 7 B shows that the wave is essentially a single two-electron sigmoid (slightly broadened at high potential), whose two-electron catalytic potential is close to the equilibrium potential, and indeed the catalytic preference is close to unity, consistent with eq. 2. This suggests that the mechanism is ordered. In the absence of H 2 and protons, the same catalyst gives the voltammogram in figure 8 , the information from which can be used to identify the operating catalytic mechanism. Controlled potential electrolysis of CyPhe indicates the non catalytic signal results from two overlapping one-electron reactions. As a result, the reversible catalytic signal in figure 7A is best described by an EC r EC r mechanism near the equilibrium potential. Indeed, if catalysis operated according to the EECC mechanism near equilibrium, we would expect a single two-electron wave in between the two one-electron non catalytic potentials, but as seen in figure 7 A, the non-catalytic potentials (indicated by a blue dot) are more negative than both catalytic potentials. Therefore, the electrochemical data suggest that around the equilibrium potential, the mechanism is ordered and EC r EC r . Note that there is evidence that in acidic methanol, the catalyst protonates on one of the pendant amines before it enters the two-electron two-proton catalytic cycle, 69 in which case the potential seen in fig 8 corresponds to the redox transition of a precatalytic state, and should not be directly compared with the position of the catalytic wave; however, it is likely that the resulting shift in potential is small enough that the above reasoning holds.
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The second example, the same catalyst but in pure methanol, gives interesting insight and a different conclusion ( figure 7 C). Here a slight irreversibility is evident as a discontinuity in the oxidative wave at ~ -0.3V, and two one-electron catalytic potentials are clearly measured from the positions of the peaks in the 1st-derivative of the data ( figure 7 D). Their average position gives which is about 50 mV more positive than the equilibrium potential, from which eq 2 predicts a 50-fold preference in the direction of H 2 oxidation that is clearly not observed here. Moreover, eq 1 cannot be fitted to the precise shape of the voltammogram. This means that eqs 1 and 2 do not apply here, suggesting that the catalytic mechanism is branched, rather than ordered, and that the two features in the voltammetry may each correspond to a different pathway. 2+ catalyst 70 . From the estimated value of and the position of the equilibrium potential, eq 2 predicts a 10 4 catalytic preference in the direction of H 2 production, clearly not observed here. Again, that eq 2 is defeated suggests that the mechanism is branched. Also we see an additional wave that boosts the current at -0.1V on the oxidative catalytic wave that is not consistent with eq 1, and reminiscent of signals that are predicted when multiple catalytic pathways are operational (cf our work on molybdo-enzymes 37, 38, 71 ). As a side note, the H 2 production wave does not attain steady state, indicating additional phenomena (substrate depletion or catalyst decomposition) prevent the maximum rate from being achieved.
Based on the above electrochemical analysis and our previous studies on unidirectional catalysts, 45 , 39,72 we propose that the CyPhe catalyst follows the branched mechanism shown in figure 10 , where the catalyst follows different pathways depending on the applied potential. We discuss the mechanism under large applied potentials, as well as the mechanism near the equilibrium potential, for both H 2 production and H 2 oxidation. Sweeping
Fourmond et al. , 24/33 the potential causes a gradual transition between the mechanisms that dominate in the specific limiting cases discussed below. Additionally, we will present a hypothesis regarding the role of water in causing the catalytic wave in figure 7 to become more reversible and to appear more consistent with eq 1 (which describes the waveshape for an ordered mechanism).
For production of H 2 , both ECEC and EECC pathways are possible due to the proximity of the noncatalytic Ni(II/I) and Ni(I/0) couples (typically E o = 100-300 mV, but is much smaller Δ for CyPhe consistent with figure 8 ) . 39, 72 At electrode potentials sufficiently positive of the Ni(I/0) couple, for instance near the equilibrium potential, electron transfer to Ni(I) (b→d) is prohibitively slow and reductive catalysis operates via the ECEC mechanism (a→b→c→e). At more negative potentials, the Ni(I) intermediate is reduced by the electrode (b→d) faster than it is protonated by the acid (b→c), and catalysis proceeds exclusively through the EECC mechanism. For H 2 oxidation, CyPhe proceeds through one of two different ECEC mechanisms that are active at different electrode potentials. Near the equilibrium potential, H 2 is necessarily oxidized by the same ECEC mechanism that produces H 2 at the same potential. 45 , 73 In this ECEC pathway, H 2 binding (a→g) is followed by removal of the first proton (g→f) prior to oxidation of the catalyst (f→e→c). At higher potentials, a second pathway (ECEC') is possible in which intramolecular isomerization of the H 2 addition product (g→h) allows the catalyst to be oxidized (h→i) prior to removal of the first proton (i→c). [43] [44] [45] In neat methanol with no water present, the ECEC mechanism occurring near the equilibrium potential affords a much smaller current than observed for the ECEC' mechanism at higher potentials, resulting in two very pronounced catalytic waves. When water is present in the solution, the anodic current near the equilibrium is much larger, and the second mechanism may still be observed as a tail ( figure 7 B) . This suggests that water is facilitating proton transport away from Ni in at least one of the chemical steps (for example, g→f), leading to an improvement in the reversibility of catalysis. As a result, in the presence of water, the CV of CyPhe adheres to equation 1 and the catalyst behaves as if the mechanism followed an ordered mechanism, because the two branches are fast.
A key difference between the two catalysts discussed here is the outer coordination sphere group that facilitates proton transport. For the irreversible/bidirectional catalyst ( figure 9 ), the proton transport group is a pyridazine, while for CyPhe it is a COOH group. While both groups enable facile proton transport, the relative rates have not been determined in aqueous solvents, the rate of proton transport has only been evaluated for the doubly-protonated Ni(0) species (g→h), and it is not clear if that is the only role of the proton transfer groups. For instance, the functional groups may accelerate proton transport by modulating the position of the amine through hydrogen bonding. (Indeed, we showed in the discussion of figure 6 that in the EC r EC r mechanism, accelerating one of the two chemical steps without changing any equilibrium constant may increase reversibility.) The steric accessibility and flexibility of the COOH group may provide structural advantages over the pyridazyl group, which is expected to introduce ring strain upon forming a hydrogen bond with a proton on the pendant amine.
Illustrations: hydrogenases
The natural catalysts of hydrogen oxidation and production are large (> 60 kDa) proteins, that embed a dinuclear, inorganic (NiFe or FeFe) active site which is connected to the solvent by gas channels that guide the diffusion of H 2 , chains of redox centers (FeS clusters) that mediate long range electron transfers, and acidic amino acids and water molecules that transfer protons. They are easily wired to electrodes, which has allowed many investigations of their mechanistic properties. 55, 74 A straightforward observation in protein electrochemistry experiments is that all hydrogenases catalyse both H 2 production and oxidation, although the values of the catalytic preference differ, and some NiFe hydrogenases reduce protons only at low pH. Their mechanism involves sites of the protein that are remote from the active site, and the catalytic cycle could barely be reduced to a 4-step mechanism such as those in Fourmond et al. , 26/33 figure 2 . And yet various observations previously made with hydrogenases and hydrogenase mutants illustrate some aspects of the above discussion.
First, with the enzymes immobilized onto a rotating disc electrode, all catalytic waveshapes are described well by eq 1. (see e.g. figure 7 in ref 33 , and 3 in ref 8 ), on the condition that experimental conditions are chosen that prevent hydrogen depletion near the electrode, low 75 or high potential 76 , 77 , 78 inactivation of the enzyme, and provided that the complications that arise from slow interfacial electron transfer are taken into account. 33, 48 Intramolecular electron transfer also affects the wave shape on condition that interfacial electron transfer is not infinitely fast, so that very accurate fitting procedures can evidence the presence of functional intramolecular electron transfer relays. 8, 33 A series of mutations have been identified that tune the catalytic bias without affecting the redox properties of the active site ( figure 11 ), demonstrating that the catalytic preference of D. fructosovorans [NiFe] hydrogenase does not depend only on the active site's redox potential. 7 Similarly, the observation by Parkin and co-workers that modifying the distal cluster of E. coli NiFe hydrogenase biases the enzyme in the direction of H 2 production suggests that the modification slows intramolecular electron transfer, which is rate limiting in the direction of H 2 oxidation.
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. But there are also recent examples in the litterature, mainly regarding mutagenesis studies of FeFe hydrogenases by Rüdiger and co-workers, according to which modifications of the immediate environment of the active site also drastically affects the catalytic bias. cluster. The potential difference is as large as 400 mV, which creates a 9 kcal/mol-deep sink in the electron transfer process. The involvement of the high potential cluster in electron transfer was actually questioned when the structure of the enzyme was first solved, 79 this sink challenging the idea that enzymes act by avoiding high energy intermediates. And yet this high-potential cluster is actually in the middle of the electron transfer chain, which does not prevent [NiFe]-hydrogenases from being bidirectional, reversible and fast catalysts. This is probably the most famous and spectacular demonstration that flat energy landscapes are not required for fast and efficient catalysis. The solution to the paradox is now well known: that some steps in the catalytic cycle are very endergonic is not an issue provided they are fast and combined with exergonic steps that drive the overall reaction. 80 In discussing Table 1 , we have emphasized that irrespective of which mechanism applies, the catalytic bias may be the equilibrium constant of one of the chemical steps or the product of the equilibrium constants of the two chemical steps, but it may also be defined by the ratio of two rate constants that do not relate to the same step. Of course in the general case it is a combination of all rate constants in the model. Recent investigations of ours identified two cases where the former limiting cases apply. In [NiFe]-hydrogenases, regarding solution assays with methyl viologen as an electron partner, there is a consensus that intermolecular electron transfer is the rate limiting step only in the direction of H 2 oxidation. Hence modifying the electron transfer chain slows H 2 oxidation without affecting H 2 production. 81 In contrast, intramolecular H 2 diffusion out of the enzyme is the rate limiting step of H 2 production in some site-directed mutants, and blocking the gas channel tunes the catalytic bias in the direction of H 2 oxidation. 7, 81 These two examples illustrate the case where the catalytic bias is not the equilibrium constant of one particular step in the catalytic cycle. However, the latter situation seems to occur in Megasphaera elsdenii
FeFe hydrogenase, where the analysis of the voltammetry suggests that one particular intramolecular electron transfer steps is rate limiting in both directions of the reaction, and the catalytic bias is the equilibrium constant of that particular ET step, which must be reasonably thermoneutral for the enzyme to function in both directions at a significant rate. 8 
Conclusion
Here we have fully described the electrochemical signatures of bidirectional catalysts of two electron reactions, that are either adsorbed onto an electrode or diffusing in solution. We emphasized the differences between bidirectional and reversible, ordered and branched mechanisms. We used the theoretical prediction to discuss which properties of the catalytic cycle make the catalytic response bidirectional and reversible, and we gave various diagnostic criteria that can be easily applied to real data. We have also emphasized the limits of various, common assumptions, for example that interfacial electron transfer is fast and the mechanism is ordered; these will have to be assessed on a case by case basis.
However, there is still much remaining to be done. At the present time, the complexity of competing pathways and additional chemical steps is difficult to capture in kinetic models 37, 82 and to control in synthetic catalysts. Further, the development of additional molecular catalysts that operate bidirectionally can help us to challenge the mechanistic assumptions we have relied upon here. Of additional interest is a more philosophical question about the "best" way to design reversible synthetic catalysts. Most typically, this is approached from the viewpoint of lowering the overpotential of a unidirectional catalyst in order to bring it closer to the equilibrium potential. This approach is usually accompanied by a concomitant decrease in rate, though in some cases this can be circumvented through control of the Fourmond et al. , 28/33 second and outer coordination spheres. 4, 69, [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] However, a different approach is to begin with a catalyst that displays a bidirectional/irreversible response, and modify the catalyst in a way that brings the two catalytic potentials closer together. It is unclear yet which is the best strategy, due in part to the lack of bidirectional synthetic catalysts, but provides an alternative approach to catalyst design that could allow for unique possibilities.
The present work emphasizes that a highly branched mechanism can behave in voltammetric experiments as a simple ordered mechanism (eq. 1). Because of our existing mechanistic knowledge of unidirectional [Ni(P 2 N 2 ) 2 ] 2+ catalysts, we were able to consider how the CyPhe catalyst transitions between multiple pathways as the electrode potential is varied. Instead, if we had no prior knowledge of the mechanism, then analysis of the reversible catalysis by CyPhe would have led us to conclude that a single pathway was operative over the entire potential range of catalysis. This observation has implications for hydrogenase and other reversible enzymes -even though they can frequently be described by relatively simple two-electron models, in reality they may possess many parallel pathways or transition between pathways as a function of the electrode potential.
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